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UniLversiLty jams to
Homecoming theme
0

BECKY BROWNING

Asst. News Editor
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.

The 1997-98 Homecoming festivities, with the theme "We
Jammin'," filled the weekend of
Oct. 3 with many traditional UPS
activities, and added a few new
twists.
Last weekend opened with the
annual UPS Songfest. Each fall,
campus groups coordinate routines
to popular music to compete and
entertain audiences. This year the
Greek houses, as well as Hui-OHawaii performed for a student
packed Fieldhouse. Hui-O-Hawaii
was judged the winner with their
presentation "Rasta-rella," a musical presentation of the fairy tale
with a twist to fit the homecoming theme. Other routines included
"Caribbean Queen" with a creative
transvestite twist, as well as an a
capella version of "Day-O."
This fall a special pre-game banquet was held to celebrate the history of UPS, and to represent the
legendary hatchet to the student

body. The event was held in the
Fieldhouse, decorated in festive balloons and confetti, with many historical pictures of the campus and
community. Alumhi and current
UPS students came together for a
barbecue style lunch and slide presentation that covered much of the
school's past activities and tradition.
Alumni relations student assistant,
Jennifer Bossard commented of the
event, "I got a chance to meet some
alumni and compare my experiences
at this school with those of the past.
The food was great too." Approximately 200 individuals attended the
lunch, including two representatives
from the class of 1933.
After the slide show, a temporary
stand in for the legendary Logger
hatchet was presented by Rebecca
White, ASUPS Vice President for
the class of 1975, to current ASUPS
President Kevin Barhydt. The
Alumni Relations department is still
searching for the original hatchet,
believed to be in the possession of
an alumni group. It is hoped that
once the authentic hatchet, dated

back to 1906, is located, it will be
returned to the University, where
it can be implemented as a symbol
of student spirit and tradition on
this campus.
"Hopefully, a secure display
area can be devised for the hatchet
and we will be able to start inscribing class years on it again," commented Assistant Director of
Alumni Relations, Greg Kleiner
class of 1971. He continued, "We
plan to use the hatchet we currently
have for ceremonial purposes. It
will be passed from the senior class
to the junior class at the Junior
Class Dinner each year. If the original is found it will be put on permanent display."
The hatchet is now in the possession of the Alumni Office, however traditionally it has been used
among Puget Sound students in a
long standing class rivalry. During
the sixties the administration
banned the hatchet from school activities, as competition to gain posTurn to JAMMIN', page 2

GeologrY. Department
creates new minor
DEBBIE

AvrnR

Staff Writer
This year UPS is introducing a
new minor in Environmental Studies. Headed by Geology Professor
Mike Valentine, the minor hopes to
attract students that would like to
explore an interest in the natural environment scientifically, economically and socially. According to the
1997-1998 Bulletin the Environmental Studies program "explores
the complex relationship between
natural atmospheric, hydrologic,
geographical, and ecological systems, and human activities in a systematic way."
With completion of this minor students will be able to look at environmental issues from an interdisciplinary perspective. The minor requires the completion of both Environmental Science 105 and Introduction to Environmental Studies:
Apples, Fish, and Trees 110 in addition to three classes from a selective

list varying from Environmental
History to Urban Sociology. Students completing the minor will also
be required to complete a senior "cap
stone" seminar course.
Although the first introductory
class for the minor will not be of fered until Spring 1998, students interested in acquiring the minor are
encouraged to get involved now.
Many student groups iticluding
Greencorps, led by student Jessica
Morrison, offer a outlet for interest
in the environment.
Environmental Science is a new
and upcoming demand in the work
force. There is a growing debate between environmental protection and
financial gain. "There never used to
be such thing as Environmental Politics, or Environmental Law, now
there is reason to express interest"
said Valentine. He hopes the Univer sity encourages this interest.
So far only one student, Ashleigh
Snyder, a UPS junior, has declared
the minor.

SEVERAL STUDENTS SIT on top of a ficat as part of this year's Homecoming
Festivities. As par?of,the theme "We Jammin'," students participated in
Songfest, a Jamaican Beach Party, and a House Decoration contest.

Pac Rim program Locals walk for., hunger
looks to '99 trip
A~

MArr McGmNIs
Staff Writer
After returning from an intensive
nine-month travel-study program in
Asia, you'd think Asian Studies professor Elisabeth Benard would be interested in taking some muchneeded rest from her time abroad.
Instead, the director of the Pacific
Rim /Asia Study-Travel Program is
already looking forward to her next
year abroad with the program in the
1999-2000 school year.
Perhaps it is the "million benefits"
that she and the approximately 30
students receive from the program
that convinced her to lead the trip
again, or the opportunity to combine
travel with intellectual development,
a relationship Benard said she has
always cherished.
As Benard put it, she hopes to
show the students involved that
travel is not just a vacation, but an
opportunity to really study and witness culture in action.
According to Benard, few other
study abroad programs offer the
chance to visit seven countries over
a nine-month period and actually
witness the culture that one usually
only experiences in the classroom
setting, providing a truly interdisciplinary approach.
The program invites local and vis-

iting professors to teach the courses
in each of the seven countries on topics ranging from religion to the science. As Director of Asian Studies
Karl Fields noted, it's an "intense intellectual experience." But equally
important, as he pointed out, is that
"invariably, students learned most
about themselves." Self-awareness
becomes a key component to the Pac
Rim experience, as does the ability
to work and adapt to a group.
Professors and students bond in a
manner that is rarely possible because of the holistic nature of the
program. Benard found that she began to see her students as real people,
in and out of the classroom. The result was a very bonded, very intense
family experience.
The Pac Rim program offers an
eight-unit program over the course
of nine months in seven countries.
All major and minors are welcome;
however, students must take four
prerequisites in Asian Studies.
Application deadlines for the next
three-year cycle, which includes a
non-credit course that meets weekly
during the orientation year (1998-9)
prior to departure, are Nov. 3.
The application requires both faculty and peer recommendations.
Interested students should inquire at
the Office of International Programs
in Warner Gym.
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"Do you feel that school
spirit is a problem at this
University?"

Ull La11;fl1

September 30-October 6
• Security responded to a distur bance outside the Cafe on North
15th Street. Several students were
apparently engaged in an argument.
• Security responded to the parking lot outside Regester and Seward
Halls to investigate a noise complaint. Several students were in a
vehicle playing the stereo loudly.

No
Photo
Avaliable

• Security responded to a Residence Hall and contacted several
students who were suspected of using marijuana in their room. The
area smelled strongly of marijuana
and several students had complained.

'

I feel that school spirit at UPS needs uplifting. Yeah,
'ctivities are nice, but the volleyball team couldn't
yen play at home for homecoming. They had to play
t PLU, even though we were not playing PLU."
—Erin Dahlgren

• The fire alarm in Todd Hall was
maliciously activated by unknown
suspect(s). Residents reported seeing (and hearing) several people in
the hall prior to the alarm.

I feel that school spirit at UPS is
virtually non-existant, and I would say
'yes,' it is somewhat of a problem, and
one that should be remedied."
—Ethan Pikas
,.

* No bicycles were reported stolen this week. Please continue to
practice good securing techniques.
* Remember to report suspicious activity to Security Services
immediately at x33 11. Do not leave
personal items unattended.

"Here in Schiff, there is incredible unity and school spirit. We have
noticed that other residence halls seem to keep themselves
secluded, never going outside to make their presence known. We
feel that more activities that combined different residence halls
would help increase school spirit."
—Tom Coate

Photo Poll by A. Barker

session of this particular icon
grew quite dangerous.
Rainy weather during the football
game did not dampen the spirits of
students and alumni attending the on
campus parade or packing the stands
during half-time, where senior Mike
Farmer andjunior Berit Winge were
named king and queen. Other entertainment included a dance performance by a very wet UPS Cheer
Squad, as well as a spirited mudslide
on the part of several campus organization leaders.
The Jamaican Beach party, cornplete with two-story inflatable slides,
closed the activities for the weekend.
The party was sponsored by AS UPS
and RHAC, and was free of charge
for all students. Velcro suits were
also provided for student entertain-ment, while a reggae band played
dance music. Sophomore Kim
Bartsch said ofthe night, "The slide
was fun, but not many people were
there so it was kinda lame. I would
have rather there had been some
other form of entertainment."
The men of Sigma Chi and the
women ofPi Beta Phi won the overall competition for the weekend,
based on their outstanding participation in all homecoming events,
including Songfest, a float entry in
the parade, and a house decoration
to comply with the "We Jammin
theme for the weekend.
"It was really exciting to see cveryone come together and to have
such a successful end result," remarked junior Chris Jones.

Health center expands services
TOM PERRY

-

News Editor

Over the summer, the Wheelock
Student Center physically improved
with the renovations of Marshall
Hall, the bookstore, and the addition
of the Espresso Cafe. But the WSC
improved internally as well, especially in regards to the Counseling,
Health, and Weilness Center.
Located in room 214, the Counseling, Health, and Weliness Center
has expanded many of their services
and added more staff to accommodate student demand.
Terri ONeil, Nurse Practitioner at
the Center, hopes students will take
advantage of the many programs and
services that Counseling, Health,
and Wellness has to offer. "From
sport physicals, to flu shots, to counseling services, we have a broad
range of services ," she stated. When
compared to last year, "we have a
lot of openings for students to be
seen."
Both male and female providers
work in the Center to help students
understand their specific issue, be it
anything from the flu to depression.
"We have the opportunity to incorporate a lot of education into the appointment," O'Neil said. "We really
try to help students become more
aware of their bodies and explain
what's going on ... we give better care
because we're able to take extra time
with clients."
O'Neil points out that most of the
services, ranging from health consultations to counseling sessions, are
free to students. "You don't have to

f ..

be sick to come in," O'Neil said.
And if individuals require medication, the Center can offer it to students at a discounted rate.
This year, the Counseling, Health
and Wellness Center has expanded
its hours to accommodate those with
busy schedules. The Center is open
Monday, Thursday, and Friday from
9:00 am. to 11:00 am. and again
from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. On
Tuesdays, the consultations are
available from 9:00 a.m. to 11:00
am. and from 1:00p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Finally, on Wednesdays, the hours
of operation are from 10:00 am. to
11:00 a.m. as well as 1:00 p.m. to
4:00 p.m.
In addition, the Center offers a 1800 number that students may call
if they need physical or mental consultations after hours. "We really
want to give students the opportunity to talk with anyone, anytime,
whether it be on weekends or after
hours," O'Neil stated.
As a whole, O'Neil hopes students
take advantage of the many services
offered from the Counseling, Health
and Wellness Center. "Our goal is
to keep students healthy and maximize their ability to learn," O'Neil
said. "To help students achieve their
personal best, we offer high quality,
professional service in a very timely
manner."
The Center also helps students
through various on-campus groups.
These groups, ranging from sexual
trauma support to stress reduction,
meet throughout the week. For more
information on these or other services, call x1555.

Thompson Hall Talks will have multiple student speakers reporting on their summer research projects. The following lectures will be held in Thompson Hall, Rm. 124
this afternoon:
Jamie Kaufhold (Geology)

F— \
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ANSWERING STUDENT
CONCERNS (top) is just
one of the many
functions of the
Counseling, Health and
Weliness Center.
Students may call x1555
to make appointments
for anything ranging
from physicals to
depression.
NUMEROUS BROCHURES
(right) are available for
free to students and
faculty. Individuals may
also meet personally with
the staff to answer any
concerns.
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6th and Proctor

Toxicity of Atrazine and its Metabolites

Michael Nerwinski (Biology)

F—,

f,

Insulated perfluoroalleyl amines: synthesis and reductive animation
The next Jacobsen Series Concert will be held tomorrow, Oct. 10, at 7:30 p.m. The concert will be held in the
Concert Hall. The Seattle Chamber Players will perform,
as well as Brahms Clarinet Quintet in B Minor, Takemitsu
Air for solo flute, and Peter Schickele's Quartet for clannet, violin, cello, and piano. One free ticket per UPS student with current identification. For more information, call
x3555.

Anyone concerned with Environmental Issues may attend a discussion on Oct. 14 at noon in the Rotunda. Sponsored by the Environmental Studies program, experts will debate the Endangered Species
Act, as well as its consequences and recently proposed alternatives.
The Library Workshop Series will be sponsoring an Office of Information Systems staff taught program called "The Internet and Your
Computer." The session will focus on accessing the internet from on
campus and off, getting a PPP account, loading plug-ins, decompressing files, and other trouble shooting. Dates are Oct. 15 and 16 from
3:30 to 5:00 p.m. in the library, room 110.
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GRAND OPENING!

Leatta Dahlhoff (Chemistry)

Mike Lynch (Chemistry)

.

£
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Magnetostratigraphy of the Crescent Formation basalts

Attempted characterization of the telomeres from the
Pacific Sea Anenome Anthopleura elegantissima
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FRIED RICES
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t. CHICKEN TERIYAKI
Chide., in

.......................

~ SptciiJ ri)

$5.50

ki Sa.ce.

BEEF TERIYAKI ................................. $5.75
mu, slices of beef, ,,,wi,,,J.d in w SpiaI fiya&iSavre.
PORK TERIYAKI ................................ $5.75
PRAWNSTERJYAKI
Six Iwge

4I'

Best Best Teriyaki

Cfra,-oik4

...........................

8. CHICKEN FRIED RICE ..................... $5.95
• BEEF FRIED RICE .............................. $5.99
10. PORK FRIED RICE ....................... . ..... $ 5.99
1 1. PRAWNS FRIED RICE ....................... $6.99

$5.75

COMBINATIONS
..............................

bo4iedpriiwr.3 in o..rSpecwl Tmyakz SaMce.

GYOZA PLATE

.................................... $499 14. CHICKEN & GYOZA .......................... $6.25
15. CHICKEN & PRAWNS ....................... $6.75

Crcd btwf dw,..plii.gs depfri,4 with our

HOT & SPICY VEGETABLES
WITH CHICKEN ................................. $6.45
ffo(

& spicy uwfried wgetabMs with ChiCk1L

7 YAKISOBA

SIDE ORDERS

$ 99
16 STEAMED RICE
... $125
$649 17 EGG ROLL
18. GYOZA (6 pc.) ....................................... $2.99
19. SALAD .......... ............ ..... ...................... $1.75

We accept Credit Cards & Checks

OI -'E1''
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Monday-Saturday
11:00am-8:30pm

3908 #C 6th Ave. Tacoma, WA 98406

*V

Thursday / 0th
%.

Thompson Talks
with Jamie Kaufliold,
Leatta Dahihoff, Michael
Nerwinski, Mike Lynch
and Thomas Edwards
4:00 p.m.
TH124 Free

E

"The Balcony"
8:00 p.m.
Open Circle Theater
Call 382-4250 for tickets
$8 w/ student ID

Teatro Latino
3:30p.m.
Rotunda
free to UPS students/staff

e

-

4

T

"The Balcony"
8:00p.m.
Oien Circle Theater
Call 382-4250 for tickets
SS wI student ID

j-'

Fritz Lang's "M"
Newly restored w/ 7
additional minutes
4:45 & 7:00 p.m.
Rialto Theatre $5.50

Saturday I 11th

Fritz Lang's "M"
Newly restored w/ 7
additional minutes
7:00 p.m.
Rialto Theatre $5.50

-

"The Balcony"
8:00 p.m.
Open Circle Theater
Call 382-4250 for tickets
$8 w/ student ID

Jacobsen Series Concert
the Seatttle Chamber
Players play selections from
Brahms and Schickele
7:30 p.m.
UPS Concert Hall
Free with UPS ID

S%

"Victor/Victoria"
e starring Julie Andrews
for times and tickets call
Ticketmaster @
(206) 292-ARTS

W

Wednesday / 15th
'

.

Monday / 13th

"The Lost World:
Jurassic Park"
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPSID

"Savage Nights"
part of "Cine Aids: The
HI V/AIDS Epidemic on
Film Series"
7:00 p.m.
Blue Mouse Theater $5

Fritz Lang's "M"
Newly restored w/ 7
additional minutes
7:00 p.m.
Rialto Theatre
$5.50

"The Lost World:
Jurassic Park"
6:00 & 8:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPS ID
"The Balcony"
7:00 p.m.
Open Circle Theater
Call 3 82-425 0 for tickets
$8 w/ student ID

Fritz Lang's "M"
Newly restored w/ 7
additional minutes
7:00 & 9:15 p.m.
Rialto Theatre $5.50

Friday I 10th

(4

Sunday / 12th

"The Lost World:
Jurassic Park"
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPS ID

Tuesday I 14th

Fritz Lang's "M"
Newly restored w/ 7
additional minutes
7:00 & 9:15 p.m.
Rialto Theatre $5.50

L

1UJ

fl

Endangered Species Act
Debate
12:00 noon
Rotunda Free

Q~

Brown Bag Seminar #1
No Balance in the Equities:
Union Power and the
Foundations of the Modern
Campaign Finance
Regime" by Prof. David
Sousa
12:00 noon Free
UW International Chamber
Music Series presents
"Young Masters of the
Moscow Conservatory"
8:00 p.m.
Meany Theater $24
"Victor/Victoria"
starring Julie Andrews
for times and tickets call
Ticketmaster @
(206) 292-ARTS

* Boldface type denotes
on-campus events *

C11881fligs
For Sale

Employment

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, v. $ 1000's POSSIBLE READING
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. BOOKS. Part lime. At home. Toll free
Also Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 800-218-9000 ext. R-9448 for listings.
800-218-9000 ext. A-9448 for current
listings.
s.. $1000s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part

ç Tune in to
"The Sound
of UPS"
KUPS Tacoma
90.1 FM

Time. At home. ToIl free 800-218GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES 9000 ext T-9448 for listings.
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,

~

repos,

REOs. Your area. Toll free 800-

2 I8-9000 ext.

H-9448 for current listings.
tAMILY VISION & CONTACT LENS CENTER

-

Classifieds are $6 for
up to 20 words. Contact
Wen at 756-3278.

Preparation from

featuring...
DR. STANLEY W. PUGH
OPTOMETRIST

LSAT GRE
-

GREAT PREP GREAT PRICE

TEST

PREPARATION
SERVICES

206-923-0292

FAMILY VISION &
CONTACT LENS CENTER
Friendly (ye Car. SInce 1968

• 36 hours of in-class teaching
• four fully proctored exams
• additional help sessions
• instructor Steven Klein
• free application advising
$595
• Price
Call now for more information
on the LSAT, GRE or GMAT
--

- -

Wide Selection Of
Frames & Contact Lenses
Ask Us About
Refractive (Laser) Surgery
Student
Discount5

759-5679
2514 North Adams

Evenings
Appts

Classes begin October 4, 8, & 9

Posites set to split after new 'Success'
The Posies - Live at Jillian's Bar & Grill, Sunday, Oct. 5
KErrIl TURAUSKY

A&E Editor
After ten years of making music
together, Jon Auer and Ken
Stringfellow of the Posies have decided to call it quits, at least for the
time being. Fortunately, this will not
be before they release their fifth and
final album, Success, on PopLiama
records this January. This past Sunday at Jillian's in
Seattle, Jon and
Ken debuted a
couple songs from
the new album
and proved once
again the strength of songwriting and
performance that have made the Posies a cult favorite for years.
Jillian's, for those not acquainted
with it, is a "Rock 'n' Roll" Bar and
Grill with a pretty warm and cozy
atmosphere. It's definitely a lot
classier than Friday's. And their
drinks are a LOT stronger. In any
case, I had lots of time to admire the
scenery as those of us in the bar seats
(including Jon Auer) waited for the
grill-seaters (including Ken
Stringfellow) to finish their very
very slowly-cooked meals.
Talking with Jon over my second
or third greyhound, I learned a few
interesting tidbits about the past,
present, and future of the Posies. I
will attempt to reconstruct the conversation in the standard "interview"
style:
The Trail: So, what's new?
Jon Auer: Well, I've been on tour

for a while with Lucky Me, and I
just had my 28th birthday a few days
ago.
T. Oh! Happy birthday! So, I hear
you guys have a new album coming
out?
JA: Yeah, it's gonna be out in
January, and it's total pop—so pop it
hurts. It was really fun to record.
T: And you left DGC and are going back to
PopLlama for this
one?
JA: Yup. That
made it a lot more
fun, in many ways.
The last album,
you know, wasn't
very much fun to make...
T. You guys took forever to finish
it, and you were going all over the
place...
JA: And working with so many
different people. This time, it took
us like two weeks and it was total
fun, just pure pop songs, no angst.
T. Back to the old-school?
JA: Yeah, I think you could call it
a return to form.
T. Great! But this is going to be
the last one?
JA: That's what we're saying...
It's kind of hard to believe I've been
doing this for ten years now, and it's
been an incredible experience, but
we've got a lot of other projects we'd
like to work on for a while.
T. But unless you guys are like
Simon and Garfunkle and just start
hating each other, isn't there still a
chance that maybe fifteen years from
now ... ?

REVIEW,
iIt4

JA: Who knows? We're definitely
not ruling anything out.
T. Well, I've got a prediction about
this new album...
JA: All right, let's hear it...
T: You guys put this album out
thinking it will be the last one but
PopLlama has all that money from
the Presidents and they promote you
well, then next thing you know...
JA: Well, maybe. We won't have
that much money for a video, since
it's an independent label, and we
weren't even given the money to
make a video for the last album. It
would be nice, though.
T. What happened with that? I
thought they were going to promote
you with that Germs video (a cover
of "Ritchie Dagger's Crime"). Did
they even ever show that on 120
Minutes?
JA: I don't know. I've never even
seen one of our videos from Europe;
somebody made a video for... do you
know that song "Lights Out?"
T. Yeah, yeah.
JA: It was something really cool
with nice lighting and effects, but
we've never seen it.
T: I've only ever seen one Posies
video, the "Dream All Day" video.
JA: Yeah, that was a pretty good
rock video.
T. That was the one they played
during the Posies commercials on
120 Minutes.
JA: Ah, yes, the glory days...
T: So did just the two of you
record this album?
JA: No, no, we had the full band.
7': The full band? I heard that the

rhythm section had broken up.
JA: Well, you know, we have a lot
of side projects now, and we're busy
a lot. Our drummer's playing with
Fountains of Wayne right now, and
Ken and I both have our own
projects...
T: No, I understand that, I just
heard that those guys had left. So it's
still Brian [Young] and Joe [Bass]?
JA: Still Brian and Joe.
T. Nice!

kind of bard to
believe I've been doing this
len years now, and it's
an ineredible
eipi'rienee, but we've got a
lol of other projects we'd

like to work on bra
while."
—Jon iluer
That was about all the business we
talked. The rest of the time I babbled
on like a fool about how much I like
the Posies, etc. Soon enough, Jon
and Ken took the stage, Jon with an
acoustic guitar and Ken with the
kind of hollow-bodied Telecaster he
always plays.
The two were simply amazing;
there is no other way to describe it.
The vocal abilities of the Posies are

clear to anyone who listens to their
records, but often distorted guitars
bury their mellifluous harmonies
during live performances. In this "intimate acoustic" setting (as The End
described it), the full talents of the
duo were clear as crystal.
Fans of the Posies' 1990 opus
Dear 23 were particularly content
that night, as Jon and Ken ran
through six out of ten songs from
that album. Especially touching
were the album's acoustic numbers,
"You Avoid Parties" and "Everyone
Moves Away," rarely heard live with
their original unplugged power.
Meanwhile, the acoustic approach
brought out new melodic elements
of songs from the newer Frosting on
the Beater and Amazing Disgrace
records. Jon and Ken were even considerate enough to play two songs
from their independently-released
1988 debut, Failure.
The two new songs, "Friendship
of the Future" and "Sad 'Bout Us,"
were, as Jon promised, pure pop. I
liked them all right, but I'm suspending all judgment until I hear the new
record. Posies songs often take a
while to grow on me, so we'll see.
All I know is that it will be a damn
shame if two guys that can write,
play, and sing together decide to call
it quits for good.
After the show, I asked Ken
Stringfellow if the band would be
playing shows and touring the country to promote the new effort. "I hope
so, that would be nice," he said. If
and when it happens, I had better see
you there.
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...Hungiy? Try the Pizza Cellar...

Stupid hardcore can't compete with Peechees
Warzone - Fight for Justice
The Peechees - Games People Play
TED SpAs
Music Columnist
Maybe it's a personal failing, but
I just can't abide stupid people. I
make every effort to understand
them and make allowances for their
grotesque idiocy, but there's only so
much a boy can take.
At some point, I
crack and start trying
to build huge-ass
'
brick walls around
the chumps, leaving
a big open space on
top so I can pour boiling oil in on
them. I'm just a bastard that way.
Hence, my dislike for New York
Hardcore. I really shouldn't be giving Warzone a review at all because
I'm totally biased and I could have
told you I'd hate this damn record
without even having to know if it
existed or not. So this review is Unfair. New York Hardcore fans, don't
call us, I ain't gonna listen.
Alright, to be fair, Warzone are
pretty much the cream of the crop
of the Victory Records stable of
thick-neck hardcore units. Thus,
they sound like cheap Minor Threat
knock-offs locked in a weight room.
Hell, I used to think, a bunch of kids
in hooded sweatshirts aping Minor
Threat can't be ALL bad. I was right.
With a sympathetic producer, a sharp
lyricist, and a huge amount of charisma, a band could pull off the
angst-y hardcore trip without too
much trouble.
Sadly, on their new album Fight
For Justice, Warzone have none of
these things. The production is a disaster, with the vocals pushed all the

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FOR A YEAR!

way to the front of the mix (presumably so The Kids can dig the "heavy"
lyrics), making the guitars so quiet
that for the first five minutes of the
album I thought there was a bee in
the room.
The lyrics are sub-moronic. Check
out these winners from "Rebels Till
We Die": "Rebels
till we die, can you
Jift hear our battle cry?
From the streets
coming at you, and
the warrior's fight is
true." Well, at least
it's got a future as a comedy record.
I love the way all these NYHC cats
print their lyrics on every damn
record they put out, like they're
fuckin' Noam Chomsky or something. Yeah, real life changing stuff,
guys. I had no idea that I could bring
down the system by hanging out
with a bunch of burly toughs in
sweatshirts and crushing bricks
against my forehead. Now THAT'S
what I call anarchy.
Oh, and maybe I'm just a grinch,
but could a band have any less charisma? It's pretty telling that anytime
a New York Hardcore band sound
like they're having fun, they're condemned for not being "hard"
enough, with the end result that nobody buys CIV records anymore and
you can't fling an empty gin bottle
without hitting some straight-edge

She's So Lovely
Sun - Wed eve. 7 pm
Sat & Sun Matinee 2:30 & 4:30 pm
Fri, Sat-7 &9pm
Pierce County AIDS Foundation -- Thurs. Oct. 16 Jeffrey .

Adults: $4.00— Seniors and 16 & under: $3.00

Positions: Assistant Language Teacher (ALT)
Coordinator for International Relations (CIR)
*QualifiiOns: American citizen, best suited
for those under 35 years of age (in principle),
obtain a BAIBS degree by 6/30/98.
Position begins: Late July 1998. One year
commitment.
Salarylbenet its: 3,600,000 yen (approximately),
airfare, housing assistance.
Application deadline: December 9. 1997

Visit our table @
'The Employer Expo":
Thurs. 10/23197
Consulate-General of Japan
601 Union St., Suite 500,

Seattle, WA 98101
TEL: (206) 224-4374
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THE JAPAN EXCHANGE
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Thank GAWD for The Peechees!
Dig the mountains of wit, charm, and
style they've packed into the grooves
of their new long-player, Games
People Play. Within minutes of
dropping the needle on the A-side
(that's record talk for all you CD
people) the discerning listener is
bopping rapturously to the opener.
"An Invitation." It's a deliciously
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RECRUITING NOW FOR

otJET

kid in a Strife hoody. There are NO
good times anywhere on this record.
It's all "grunt, grunt, bellow, integrity, unity, scene politics, bellow,
bellow, grunt." BORING. What's
the point of joining a revolution
that's so busy being intense that you
never get to have any fun? I'd rather
be trying out my dance moves with
those sexy Make-Up kids, if it's all
the same to you.
So Warzone are boring and stupid. I do not like them, nope, nope,
nope.
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Great Taste! Great Price! Pizza!Pizza!'
BIG!BIG! Small 14" 1 topping
$5.99
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$7.99
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short song, just going on long
enough to bang the Nation Of
Ulysses-style riff around a few times
and inform the listener that this is
an "invitation to the Peechees show."
Then it's off on a roller-coaster ride
through the rest of this fine album.
The Peechees keep it rockin'.
That's the bottom line, and you'd
better dig that these kids are PUNKS
and not the boring dead subculture
kind but whiny-voiced snot-nosed
good-lookin' knife-wieldin' PUNKS
like the kind that always terrorized
suburbanites in all those old-school
beach movies. The record sounds
like these kids look, too, all punchy
drums, dirty guitars, and the sneering-est singer this side of The (almighty) Makers. Rock 'n' Roll,
that's what we're talking about.
The best thing about The
Peechees is the fresh-faced revolutionary innocence that runs through
their best work. Check out the antiteacher ranting of "To Be Counted'
and see if these kids ain't the most
aw-shucks ADORABLE street urchins ever stuck on wax. It's inspir -

ing, fun-filled, and brilliantly
YOUNG. We tend to forget that
Rock 'n' Roll is basically music by
and for horny adolescents. Well, The
Peechees might be a bit long in the
tooth by junior high school standards, but they manage to combine
artsy anti-authoritarianism with a
gum-cracking charm that should get
even the most jaded rocker out on
the floor.
Games People Play is a great rock
record from Olympia's Peechees, as
expected. It cleaned Warzone out of
my head with verve and efficiency.
A greater favor has rarely been done.

Stone makes 'U-Turn' with dark new film
JASON JAKAms

Coordinating Editor
Once you're able to accept the fact that "U-Turn" is not a politically driven film and that Oliver Stone's latest project is not
laced with the same cinematic-revolution-oriented agenda that his
past films are, it's easier to have some fun with
it. First, it must be established that just because Stone isn't attacking political systems,
delving into the bowels of the Vietnam conflict, or offering up "revisionist history," it
doesn't mean the film is lacking in dramatic
material. On the contrary, "U-Turn" is a very
heavy film, laden with brutal violence, deviant sexuality, expressive language, and all the infuriaiting and oppressive nuances that
comes with small-town life.
To summarize the general plot of "U-Turn:" Bobby, played by
Sean Penn, a gambler who has debts to the wrong people (and
has the lack of fingers to prove it), is driving through the barren
waste lands of Arizona when his car breaks down and he pulls
into Superior to get it fixed. Throw in countless layers of
backstabbing, treachery, death and sexual perversion and you have
a severely compacted explanation of the film.
"U-Turn" stars an impressive cast. Along with Penn, Jennifer
Lopez and Nick Nolte are lovers with an–ahem–interesting relationship that quickly draws in Penn, exactly the kind of scrupleslacking individual they're both looking for. As for the small town
itself, Stone lets the bizarre residents of Superior give the audience an idea of exactly what this community is like. Every role in
the film is basically a strange and humorous bit part offering up
another facet of country-hick life with a dark, demented twist. A
masterful Billy Bob Thorton portrays a fat, greasy mechanic, Jon
Voight is virtually unrecognizable as an Indian bum/prophet, Claire
Danes and Joaquin Phoenix—fantastically paired and offering

some of the film's most amusing scenes—are a pair of brainless lovers spreading rampant flirtation and bravado, and Powers Boothe is a sheriff so normal throughout the film that, in
this town, you know he's got to end up playing a role in the
sick and twisted climax of the Stone's film. Ultimately,
though, every character ends up existing only to make Sean
Penn go a little more insane.
The main narrative in "U-Turn" is surpri singly un-engrossing for the most part
but Penn, after his repeated attempts to
leave Superior are thwarted and he spirals deeper and deeper into a chaotic
abyss, cames the film through the rough
parts to its dramatic conclusion. He puts the Bruce Willis
"Die Hard" beating to shame as he is pushed beyond all established physical and mental boundaries. With each
progessive twist of the knife that Penn never actually pulls
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from his back, Stone adds yet another layer of dark humor
and dementia. It is here that the film truly takes shape, in
Penn's relations with Thorton, Danes, Voight and Phoenix.
In terms of cinematic pleasure, the humorous elements of
the film far outweigh Stone's attempts at creating a complex
and depressing main narrative with Lopez and Nolte.
"U-Turn" is bizarre and dark, combining–in a truly odd
medley–blatant humor and a poignant tale of pain and oppression. The two themes never quite mesh together but, taken
as individual components, are intriguing and enjoyable and
deftly crafted by Stone's competent hands.
Reviewer's Note: Don't take people to this film who didn't
like "Pulp Fiction," "Bound," or other dark, bloody comedydrama pictures, it really won't appeal to them.

*****
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CrosisCurrents mag

lets creativity flow
i:
JASON JAuIs

Coordinating Editor
Everyone has written something they're proud of Whether it's
a study of the econmic growth of the Chilean banana pepper industry or a poem about first love, there are few people who can't
boast some sort of literary accomplishment that they hold with a
certain degree of esteem. Unfortunately, these quality works of
literature will probably never be found by the receptive eyes of
more than a couple people other than the writer. If it's a class
project, maybe the professor and a small reading group will be
able to enjoy your accomplishment. What's needed is a diverse
literary publication that can aceentuate the work of our student
body by offering up a forum for their writing and art. The Univer sity of Puget Sound has something right along these lines—it's
called the CrossCurrents Review.
While the CrossCurrents Review is a visible and understood
media forum for most upperclassmen, most still have yet to sub• mit any of their works to the publication, while most freshman
are in the dark as to the workings of the organization. The CCR is
an opportunity for students to make available to the entire campus the potential—in any field, not just poetry and fiction writing—for literary excellence that this student body possesses.
Submissions in any format are welcomed wholeheartedly from
CCR and are evaluated by a large group of members in order to
determine which exactily make it into the publication.
The most common problem for the CrossCurrents Review is
the lack of student support on campus. There are hundreds of art
and english majors on campus and nearly a thousand students
• who take classes in those fields every year. The opportunity is
available for students who perform well on a paper to take their
work beyond the simple prize of getting a good grade. They can
have their work established a a respected literary work in the pages
of the CCR. It is this honor that many students are needlessly
denying themselves.
The CrossCurrents Review deadline is approaching, ending on
Oct. 11, and the staff is still eager for submissions, especially those
in in art field. If you wish to participate with the staff itself, meetings are on Wednesdays at 8:00 p.m. in the SUB basement.

Average annual compound rates of rota! return (periods ending 6/30/97)

YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO COMPLETELY
OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT WAYS TO
INVEST IN STOCKS. WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
hether you want a fund that selects
Ws pecific stocks, or one that covers the
market, we're on the same page. Our CREF
Growth and CREF Equity Index Accounts
use two distinct strategies for investing in the
stock market, but both aim to provide what
every smart investor looks for: long-term
growth that outpaces inflation. 00
The CREF Growth Account searches
for individual companies that we believe
are poised for superior growth. In contrast,
the Equity Index Account looks for more
diversification, with
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U.S. stock market as a whole.
Like our CREF Stock Account, the largest
singly managed equity fund in America? 00 and
our Global Equities Account, which actively
seeks opportunities
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accounts re managed
by experienced
investment professionals. They're the same
experts who have helped make TIAA.-CREF
the largest pension system in the world, with
$190 billion in assets under management.
To find out more about building your
portfolio —and your future —with TIAACREF, just call 1 800 842-2776. And take
your pick.
4/29/94

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape It."
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'The total returns shown For CREF variable annuity accounts represent past performance. Total returns and the pnecipal value of investments in
the accounts will fluctuate and yields may vary. Upon redemption, yo oraccu molati onuoitt may be worth more or tess than their ongtnal pnce.
Investment results are after all investment, administrative, and distnbutton expenses have been deducted. °°These accounts are available for
Retirement Annuities subject to the terms ofyour institutions plan. They are available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuities. noufi se d on
assets under management. CREF certificates are distributed by TIA.A-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information,
including charges and expenses, call 1800 842-2733, ext. 5509, for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before You invest or send mnnçv.
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DANA JAIME

GENERAL ELECTIONS:

Position sought: Residence Hall Senator
Class: Freshman
Phone: x4362
e-mail address: 4/aime@ups.edu

OCTOBER 14=15
.-.- --

VOTING BOO THS WILL BE L OCA TED IN THE
WHEEL OCK STUDENT CENTER, THE TUNNELS,
THE LIBRARY, BY THE MCINTYRE COMPUTER LAB
AND IN THE BASEMENT OF JONES.
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GIANNA

PIccAIu)o

PABLO VALENTINE
I

Position sought: Off-Campus Senator
Class: Junior
For two years, my friends and I have complained about everything
from ASUPS to the apathy of the student body, so now I am
trying to rectify both myself and my friends. I have no illusions
about becoming a senator and revolutionizing ASUPS or doing
great things for the student body,! simply want a voice for myself
and my friends. My friends are a wide-ranging and diverse group
that I feel is not represented on ASUPS, and I am giving them
the opportunity to have a voice.

W
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I Hello, my name is Dana Jaime and I am running for the office of
Residence Hall Senator. Some of the reasons I am runmng are to
improve communication and unity. Seeing that we are a small
iel school, every event or activity should be able to be a success. The
best way, of course, is by word of mouth—but we must be careful
of rumors. I would like to unite the many halls with each other, whether it be through
social affairs such as dances or sporting events such as hail intermurals. I have many
ideas and the experience needed to put these ideas into action. I was an executive officer
of a high school student body of 5,000 students. I feel! have the experience and dedication
needed, so on October 14 and 15, make your vote count by voting Dana for Residence
Hall Senator

Position sought. Senator at-Larq
Class: Sophomore

Phone: x4448
e-mail address: gpiccardo@ ups e
I have been a member of the ASUPS Senate for the past year,
serving as University Oncd Housing Senator (specifically
repiesenting residents of on-campus houses A-frames, and
chalets). During this term, I worked to improve relations and
communication among these students with pro jects such as the
On-Campus Housing Street Party and the On-Campus Housing Survey. Currently, I am
working to rectity a problem concerning the distribution of the ASUPS budget (your
student funds) in order to promote greater equity.
I am running for Senator-at-Large because I am eager to contino in - rk on
ASUPS and also to represent a larger student constituency. I really do ca
the experience and drive it takes to be an effective ASUPS Senator.

j
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CARLY FIRESTEIN
Posrtion sought: Off-Campus Senator
Class Sophomore

Phone 761-2519
e-mail addr 'cs: cfiresteinxil'ups.edu
As the only female running for Off-Campus Senator, I would
work for better geoder equality on our campus. One of my goals
is to bring the outrageous price of on-campus photo copying to
the attenton of the administration. 1 would also like to synchronize
the clocks to eliminate further confuston between professors and students

MEAGHAN E. FERRIS
Position sought: Residence Hall Senator
Class: Freshman
Phorte:x4166
e-mail address: mferris@ups.edu
I'm running forResidence Hall Senator and I hope I can be elected
so that I can provide a strong voice that will represent all resident
hall students I believe that I can put your good ideas into action
and better the residence hail life. I have had numerous experiences
in high school and hope to continue here at UPS.

KYLE LEGAN
Position soughL Off-Campus Senator
Class: Junior

I will try to give the off-campus people a reason to come to campus
other than classes.

BRETT M. JOHNSON
Position soughL University-Owned Housing
Senator
Class: Senior
Phone: x4062
e-mail address: bmjohnson@ups.edu
As a third-year resident of University-owned housing, and a current
theme house coordinator, I feel I can offer experience and knowledge
which allow me to best represent my constituency. I am familiar
with the strengths and weaknesses of on-campus housing—installing
access and substituting "laundry cards" for quarters would eliminate key utility
As I pursue an interdisciplinary major in Environmental Policy, I fully support
goals of the liberal arts mission. Furthermore, I can provide valuable expertise in
eloping the brand-new environmental studies program. As your senator, I will worir
ard restoring the native Puget Sound lowlands ecosystem in the Arboretum and is other

S.

ALLISON EBERHARD

DYLAN BRAMS
Positio;t s ?uqht: F,hnun &'n'Lor
Class Fcshmar
Phone: x4140
e-mail address: dbramsups.edu
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Position sought Freshman Senator
Class: Freshman
e-mail address: aeberhardups.edu

How many times have you been sitting in Marshall Hall, dining
on the culinary wonders produced by the world-class chefs in the
back of the SUB, and you want to know what time it is? You look
around only to remember that there isn't a clock in Marshall Hall.
If you elect me, I'll change that.
Also, it's time to trash the Science in Context requirement.
C'mon—are you really going to want to take Cosmological
Thought when you are a junior? Didn't think so.
I was the Student Body President of my high school, so I'll have some sort of clue as to
what I'm doing if you fellow frosh elect me as your Senator. VOTE FOR ALLISON!!

I am rc;.iig for AS UPS because I feel what other people want
from their 0 udent union is impmttnt. and I could help lhm get it.
I keep an open mind policy and try and help people out whenever
possible This naturally extends to ASUPS, as that is whtt helps
much of our non-academic lives centnue with ease. I, as Freshman
senator, would try to keep svha: all groups wanteJ in mind at all times, and do my best in
ctting it for them. Thus, I qualify as a mid-liberal feeling that any and all groups/programsl
etc. should have the same rights and resources within reason.

ROBIN DORNFELD

ANDY WEIIiMANN
PosiLion souqh: Unioercittj-O'i'ned I-low; trig
Senator
Class: Preshnuari
Phmte: x4 128
C mail address. atL'iedmannups.edu

lr4•

Position sought: Greek Senator
Class: Sophomore
Phone: x4473
e-mail address: rdornfeld@ups.edu
My goal starting off sophomore year was to get more involved within
the school. Iso far have, gotten a radio show, ajob at the new coffee
shop and two non-executive positions within my sorority. I am
running for Greek Senator to get more involved and to improve Greek
relations. My goal is to be a liason between ASUPS and the
fraternities and sororities if I am elected. I want answers so I can pass them on to you. I
will focus on all your concerns and then come to a conclusion on what would be best for
everyone in the Greek system. Good luck to everyone!
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Fellow IJPS rluc'ents,
I se always been a voice of opinion. In filth grad' my dad gained
50 pounds. I told him in my pie-pubescent you e, 'Dad, your but
is getting really fat." Fle leaned down to me with a smile on his
face and said, "\ndy, somebody is going to appreciate your voic

,)

So here I am ten years la'r running for University--Owned F-lousing Senator. I
served as a student representativL in h'.4i school. Fm a niligent wnrket It I'm elected. I
promise to preserve the fine profile this institution p.ojccts. Thank; for trading.
Sincerely,
.Andy
SoIPedd'."

ANDREW I'ETERSON

--

Position so.uht: Senator-at-Large
Class: So.- 1 lomoi -e
Phone: x4939
e-mail address:jbrodie@ups.edu

.
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JOHN BRODIE

Position sought University-Owned Housing
Senator
Class: Freshman
Phone: x4503
e-mail address: apeterson@ups.edu

4

I've been in olved with student leadeiship throughout my past and
my aim iso. make UPS a more engaging piace for everyone involved.
I have two nam coals as senator. First is to implement activities that
will make a campus-'.s ide connection hct cen all students; oneampu, oft-campus..ireek. non-Greek. Therre seems to be a lack
of hcsiori hetwcn the various groups at UPS and my intent is to alleviate these differences.
I also rcaliic that student opinions are most often unheard. As a senator, my number one
riiority will he to make sure the feeling of all students will be heard by both the
administration and by ASIJPS, so that no one feels shafted by university policies.
-

:
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Why should Andy Peterson be your choice for University-Owned
Housing Senator? Well, I have a background in leadership and
am active in campus life, as the assistant social chairperson of
Todd Hall and a news anchor for The Sound. I understand the
responsibilities involved in my position, and I have the dedication
and desire to meet those challenges. As a Senator, I look forward to addressing any
problems that may arise in our residential facilities. From increased updates on campus
activities to your desires for two-ply toilet paper, I'll be your man to talk to. Questions?
Feel, free to give me and my yellow hat a call. Thank you, and I hope you'll vote for
Andy Peterson on October 14!

e

ALAN STARKS

.

TED THERRLAULT
r

Position sought: Greek Senator
Class: Sophomore
Phone: x4929
e-mail address: astarks@ups.edu

a

Position .souqhf: Senator at i.aigc
1lass: Senior

Phone: x4405

L

€_' ;rtail aäctrcss ttlierriault Ziips.edri
As Senator-at-Large, I could USC my knio.'ledge about student !iiL
. izathered in three years in ASUPS Student Proajlns. l)uriiig th,ec
ears in ASUPS Student Programs, I have seen the inuicr-workirigs
—i of ASUPS senate. My membership in Kappa S'gn;a and [IC s it!
allow mc to serve the needs of Greek students. Other activitie.
T_
including Lighthouse l-'cllovv .hip. (iiiv.r\ity Band. the I lortors
Program. and Freshman Orientation provide a broad base ofexpercnces sIv r --ctilIpIli"l1
will focus on the goal i it achievuic a r'attncc hetsseen learning and fun. The more we
unite our student body, the greater our indi',idual experiences will he. By promoting
school spirit and crns-eampus aclo'itie. I believe we can fully capture the slrenth of

f!I

t

Hi, I'm Alan Starks. I am a sophomore from Minnesota majoring in
math and economics. Back in my high school days I spent a great
deal of time starting and participating in the Young Democrats Club.
Now my focus is to help out the Greek system and its students.
'j
First, I would like to stop this school's administration from taking
away the freedom we have. Also, I would like to let the Greek students have more of a say
in what ASUPS does with our $125. Living over on Union gives me easy access to get
your input on what YOU want done with your money. Please feel free to ask any questions
you may have about my campaign.
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RYAN ANDERSON
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Position sought: Residence I-tall Senator
Class; Freshrriaii.

..*
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L •, -- MARSHA SETZER
,I. \

As your new Rcsid'nce Hall Senator, I would work hard to strengthen
the tet'ui'...hips hetweeri the dorms. By making the dorms a more
doc-kmt community. .'rvi , fle will get to know more pcople and
make new friends. One wy to do this is o establish inter-donnitury

I am running for Freshman Senator to create a better link between
the freshman class and the ASUPS. As a freshman, I know that
most of us feel that our opinions go unnoticed and my number
one goal is to change that. I had a lot of student government
experience at my high school and hope to continue that here at

spoils s uch as a ping..potig league. With the assistance of R.H.A.
and the cooperation of everyone in the dorms, I am going to try as
my senior i a 1 proe.cl to have a pool table in every res iderice hail
nod set lip 0 itCC whc c peoj.:e cc'me to play, and tournaments . ould he set up as well.
This is a greet pLu e. and s ith yi'IIr help I w i ll try to make it even r'reaier.

0
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Position sought: Freshman Senator
Class: Freshman
Phone: x41 66
e-mail address: msetzer@ups.edu

I
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LOGGER SPORTS
W KLY
Womens' soccer still dominafing field
Kius SHAHINIAN
Staff Writer
The UPS women's soccer team
continues to keep up the high standard of play that helped them earn
them a no. 25 ranking in the NAIA
poll last week.
The women's team shut-out Pacific Lutheran 1-0 and Evergreen
State 5-1 last week to intensify the
heated race for a place in the upcoming NCIC playoffs.
In the PLU victory, Sarah Blawat
scored the only goal to give the Loggers the 1-0 victory. Jen Mark and
Gayle Baker continued their strong
defense of the goal recording the
shutout. This game was originally
scheduled for Wednesday however,
was canceled due to a terrible storm
which made the field unplayable.
The women's team dominated the
game on Sunday by defeating the
Evergreen State Geoducks 5-1. The
Loggers' first score came from
Michelle Moore, who received a
pass from Julie Louis. "She passed
-

the ball, I cut back, shot and scored,"
said Moore. Evergreen answered
with a goal from senior Camille
Morgan to tie up the game.
After that, the Loggers ran away
with the game with four consecutive
goals. Kerry Cerelli scored at the 23
minute mark, then Blawat scored
receiving a pass from Louis three
minutes after Cerelli's goal. In the
second half, Laura Grinstead headed
in a corner kick from Blawat 49 miiiutes into play, and Moore scored her
second goal of the game in the 61
minute of play.
This weekend will be a true test
of the abilities of the women's socer team. They host two crucial
NCIC games, the first against
George Fox and the second versus
Pacific Lutheran on Sunday. "We're
focusing on each game as it comes
along," says Moore. "We'll do what
it takes to get the job done."
Wind and rain forced the postponement of the men's soccer game
last Wednesday scheduled against
Pacific Lutheran. It was the first

MICHELLE MOORE fires the ball with a PLU defender hot on her trail.
time in men's soccer history that a
game has been postponed due to
unplayable field conditions.
The Loggers will make up the
game with the Lutes on Wednesday,
Oct. 15 at 3:30 p.m. at Baker Stadium. There were no additional

games scheduled for the men's team
last weekend.
The Loggers will return to action
this weekend when they host George
Fox University on Saturday and Pacific University on Sunday. Both
games begin at 2:30 p.m. at Baker

Volleyball winning streak continues
JrmuE LEE
Asst. Sports Editor
Only one word describes the Logger volleyball team's record: perfect.
The Lady Loggers have continued
to dominate all courts and still remain in the top ranking in the NCIC.
"As a team, we've finally began
to come together and we're defi-

nitely working better together on the
court," senior Lori Inman said.
Last Wednesday, the women defeated Pacific Lutheran at Olson
Auditorium. Until then, the Lutes
had been the only other undefeated
team in the conference. Nevertheless, the Loggers snapped up the win
with an easy 15-6, 16-14 and 15-7.
Senior Lori Inman led the team

with eleven kills, 20 digs, and six
blocking assists. Freshman Lindsi
Weber contributed all 40 assists to
all of the kills the Loggers smashed
that night.
At a tournament hosted by PLU
last Saturday, the Loggers continued
to blaze a winning trail with wins
over Whitman College and
Whitworth College.

Davis leads UPS X-country
Jir4rsm LEE
Asst. Sports Editor
Sophomore Dave Davis is currently the strongest runner on the
UPS mens cross-country team.
And to think that this all evolved
with a soccer ball.
According to Davis, he did not
even start running until his junior
year of high school. During his
first two years at Franklin High
School in Portland, Oregon, he
played soccer. Then as a sophomore, he decided run for the track
team.
"I think the coaches back then
didn't really know what to do with
me so I just ended up sprinting,"
Davis said.
But as the distances slowly grew
longer, so did the list of accomplishments of Davis. After deciding to bag the soccer shoes and run
cross-country his junior year, he

came in an impressive 17th place at
the high school state cross-country
championships.
Pretty impressive for a rookie runner. But it only got better.

Pavi biv carried the
teaiii by consistently
running the f!Mtest tiiiie
of the Loiiers atijiects...
"I was the cross-country state
champion my senior year," Davis
said in a modest tone and with
simple words.
According to Davis, he chose to
attend this university because it had
the best cross-country program out
of all the schools that he had looked
into. And as a freshman last year, he
claimed the 31st ranking at the national cross-country meet with a time
of 25:30 in an 8K course. This was

especially impressive due to the
fact that the top 30 runners at the
national meet are named AllAmericans.
Yet despite minor physical setbacks, Davis has continued blazing a successful trail into this year.
He has carried the team by
consistenly running the fastest
time of the Loggers at meets, contributing largely to the current
NAIA national ranking of 12th
place for the mens' team.
"For the team, I hope we get to
nationals this year. And personally, I would like to be an AllAmerican. There's a good chance
for both of those," Davis said.
Looking even deeper into the
future, according to Davis, racing
out of college is something he
would like to pursue once his undergraduate days are gone.
Judging from his continuing
trend of achievements, he will.

The team managed to down
Whitman in a tough five-game
match. The Loggers won the first
two games with an easy 15-7 and 152, but lost games three and four 415 and 10-15 before pulling ahead
of Whitman in the fifth match with
a rally score of 15 3.
The Loggers seventh consecutive
NCIC victory was won over
Whitworth with an easy 15-11, 152, and 15 5.
Weber once again shined with 36
assists while juniorAnna Dudek and
seniorLori Inman had 16 and 14 digs
respectively. Senior Shaleah Jones
also fought for the team with 16 kills
in the two matches and six blocks.
"Our major goal is to make it to
nationals and we know that we have
to make it to regionals first. As of
right now, it looks pretty good that
we can do it. We've already shown
that we can beat Western Oregon
(University) and they're supposed to
be one of the best teams,"Inman
said.
According to Inman, a major contributing factor to the continuing
success of the team has been their
ability to maintain the high level of
performance without lowering the
level of play to less threatening
teams. Also, while the women have
always had strong middles, outside
hitters have gotten stronger.
Next, the Lady Loggers face
Linfield College here this Friday at
7:00 p.m. and Pacific University the
following Saturday at 7:00 p.m.

Stadium.
This weekend will truly test the
men's soccer team whose recent success has earned them a ranking of 18
in the NAIA weekly rating report.
The Loggers have never before been
rated in the top 25 in men's soccer.

LEROY THE LOGGER
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Leroy had a depressing week.
First, he saw the Whitworth Pirates make the Logger football
team walk the plank. "Arrgh,
Blackbeard. Me and ma saw him
at Disneyland."
Next, Leroy saw the Mariners
put their best white trash on the
mound and still lose. "Hey," said
Leroy, " th at's my uncle R andy!"
But Leroy's week wasn't completely gloomy. The women's soccer team had two big wins. Leroy
also learned to count to 18 in
honor of the men's soccer team
being ranked no. 18 in the nation.
Volleyball also impressed
Leroy, winning over PLU. Leroy
was pumped, hollering "Luck the

futes!"
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Football fights hard,
suffers painful loss
Cimis

HUETHER

Staff Writer
For Homecoming, Logger fans
were treated to a classic gridiron
showdown Saturday afternoon. Despite playing tough defense and
holding the Pirates to two touchdowns, the Loggers lost their NCIC
season opener 14-12.
After the Loggers punted on their
first possession of the game, the Pirates drove down the field 55 yards
and scored from three yards out.
Following the extra point kick, the
score read 7-0 Whitworth. Each
team traded punts until the second
quarter when the Pirates put together
a long drive down the field. Pirate
tailback Ben Vaday carried the ball
eight times for 33 yards and eventually Pirate quarterback Casey Dolye
hit Matt Stueckle with an 18-yard
touchdown pass 2:54 before the half.
At halftime, the Pirates led the Loggers 14-0.
To start off the second half, Rob
Fernandez returned the kickoff 20
yards to the UPS 22 yard line where
the Logger offense, led by quarterback Craig Knapp, began to chip
away at the Pirate defense. Knapp
lofted the ball to John Weaver for a
diving 17-yard gain. Then Logger
runningback Pat Ames gained 26
yards on bruising runs, setting up the
Loggers on the 26 yard line of the
Pirates. Next, Ames carried the ball

twice and Knapp ran for one yard to
put the ball on the 16 yardline.
Avoiding six would-be tacklers,
Ames scampered 16 yards for a
touchdown, illuminating the Logger
sideline.
Despite missing the extra point,
the Loggers came out fired up on
defense and repeatedly stopped the
Pirates deep in Logger territory.
Later, in the fourth quarter,
Whitworth began to eat away at the
clock and it appeared to be over for
the Loggers. However, with 2:23
left on the clock, the Logger's offense came alive.

J1(/)ite fflISSIIlff the extra
jmini, the Loggers caine
oil! fireilüp on defense
find repeatedly stopjied
the Pirates deep in Logger
lerritory.
Ames carried the ball four times
for good yardage, although a blocking penalty and an incomplete pass
left the Loggers with a fourth down
and seven yards to go along with
only one minute showing on the
game clock. Knapp quickly hit Si
France across the middle for a crucial first down. Four plays later a
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pass from Knapp to Weaver fell incomplete, though two penalties set
up the Loggers with one play left and
no time on the clock. To the Pirates'
surprise, Knapp hit Weaver from
eleven yards away for a touchdown.
Pandemonium broke loose and the
Loggers were only down by two.
Ames took the hand-off and was met
by several Pirate defenders and
seemed to fall near the goal line, but
the referee failed to raise his arms
and Whitworth narrowly escaped
with a win.
Jeff Sakamoto led the Logger defense with nine tackles and Tony Puz
added several big plays. "Our defense came out shaky and could use
more momentum shifters in the future, but after the first drive we didn't
break down much." "Overall, we
played solid and are disappointed,
though we did keep the game exciting," Puz added after the game. John
Weaver spoke for the offense, say ing, "I think we showed a lot of heart
today and our last drive demonstrated we could move the ball down
the field when we needed."

NCIC Standings
Pacific Lutheran
Whitworth
Willamette
Linfield
Puget Sound
Lewis and Clark

League Overall
1-0
4-0
1-0
2-2
4-0
0-0
0-0
1-2
0-1
2-2
0-1
1-3

Women's Soccer
Oct. 11
George Fox
©UPs
12:00 p.m.
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Volleyball
Oct. 10
Linfield
©UPS
7:00 p.m.

Oct. 12
Pacific
@Ups
12:00 p.m.

Oct. 11
Pacific
@UPs
7:00 p.m.

Men's Soccer
Oct. 11
George Fox
@ UPS
2:30 p.m.
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Oct. 15
C. Washington
© C. Washington
7:00 p.m.

Oct. 12
Pacific
©UPS
2:30 p.m.

Cross Country
Oct. 11
Pacific Lutheran
© Ft. Steilacoom Park
10:30 a.m.

Oct. 15
Pacific Lutheran
@UPs
3:30 p.m.

Athletes of the Week
Two womens' soccer players
1 \tlI'lL' of
share the
the Week. Sen'.... •':fl \lark and
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the Loggers allowing the offense
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An invittition to conned with p eop fe
who have common concerns

VO ADMISS3ONS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

Nu,nber

NOT LEGAL TENDER
C.V1 V. 1u. 1120 of IC

2611N.PROCFORSTREET
Phone: 752-9500

•

TELL YOUR PARENTS
TO GETAWAY
Here.
_..c

•

Commencement Bay
Bed & Breakfast
Minutes from UPS at 3312 N. Union Avenue
(253) 752-8175
http://bestnns.net/usa/Wa/cb.html

at Counseling, Health

Sexual Trauma Support Group
Mondays 3-4:30 pm

Stress Reduction & Lifestyle Planning
Tuesdays 4-5 pm

Grief, Loss, & Relationships
Thursdays 3-4:30 pm

Living Beyond Food
Tues. Afternoon/Early Eve. TBA

Sobriety Support Group
Tues. Afternoon/Early Eve. TBA

AS IS (Gay/Lesbian/Bi/Questioning)
Thursdays 5-6:30 pm

FeeI less isolated & better understood Learn strategies for growth
Listen to & help others STake advantage of your resources!
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Routines can limit I Prof comments valuable
college experience
JASON JA1rns

Contributing Editor

JULIE STATON

Staff Writer
When I decided to come to the
University of Puget Sound, I already had many friends here and I
knew exactly which activities that
I wanted to partake in. I didn't really take the time to look around
and see what else was available to
me in terms of activities. As I've
come to know the campus better
this year I've realized how many
different opportunities are available
to UPS students. Unfortunately, I
have also come to realize how limited we make ourselves as we become so involved in activities that
we close ourselves off to the rest
of campus.
As freshmen, we get recruited
into sports, clubs, organizations and
cliques that shape our lives on campus—often for the rest of our college careers. The influences that
our activities have on our lives are
often very good ones, and I appreciate everything I have learned
from my experiences. However,
our involvement in particular activities bars us from other aspects
of college life.
Our human nature tells us to find
others who we think are like ourselves and click with them to create a group of friends that become
very important to us. We become
so involved in our close group of
friends that it becomes increasingly
difficult for us to break away from
these groups to explore new activities and meet new people. Isn't trying new things a part of our education? By trying new activities and
meeting new people we can further
our education to higher levels and

widen our horizons.
I think that finding people who
we trust and enjoy is really important. However, I also believe that
part of the college experience that
we are all paying obscene amounts
of money to receive is not purely
academic. Our social education is
very important to who we are and
who we are going to become. By
involving myself only in specific
activities here on campus, I unknowingly closed myself off to a
large part of our UPS community.
Don't get me wrong, I loved the
activities I chose to take part in
during my first few years here at
UPS. I met some really incredible
people who are an important part
of my life.
In the past month I have become
involved in activities that have allowed me to meet new people and
further my own social education.
I've realized that there is a large
population of students that I have
never given myself the opportunity
of meeting.
Not only have I met many new
people, I'm also finding things I
have in common with them. But
that is only a start. And my other
friends have not disappeared. They
are still a very important part of
my life.
Other students should take a step
beyond their comfort zone and
meet some new people. Make the
time to get involved with something you think is important. Don't
leave behind other things that are
important to you. Maybe drag a
friend along with you to an interest meeting about something you
think is cool and find out what is
going on around you.

So we're at that point of the school
year when anyone and everyone who
has written a paper for an English or
humanities course has now gotten it
back with an evaluation of their initial efforts—and a grade. This is a
very important time of the year.
Much is made clear to the student
about the professor at hand by that
first essay's evaluation.
Before evaluation of the professor can begin, it first must be agreed
upon that we students, as a whole,
will basically write what we believe
to be a slightly below-average paper that will probably garner a B or
something closely related. It is our
inner nature to test out our professors by seeing just how much credit
they'll give us for what is never our
greatest work. Now that we know
students usually hand in very average papers for their first lengthy assignment, it's time to evaluate professorial responses.
Some professors will simultaneously delight and disappoint their
students by rewarding them with
good grades for what is otherwise a
pretty lame paper. Getting a B+ for
what was no more than two hours
work on a six-page paper is an instant flag that the class will not be
as tough as originally anticipated.
Until that point, you have no idea
how well you will do in the class
because it's nearly impossible to get
a good idea of what a professor's
grading style is by their lecture process. So some professors will give
good grades for bad papers and that
will not only present the professor
with a chorus of poor papers (with
accompanying good grades)
throughout the year but will also instantly disillusion students from put-

ting forth the required effort. It will
not encourage them to try a little
harder to get the A in the course.
And then there are the professors
who just ream you on the first paper. This is, in itself, kind of a treat
for some students. Those who really
wish to learn but do not have the will
power to do it themselves need a
little kick in the behind and a C- or
so on the first paper is just the boot
some students need. Professors who
acknowledge a student's first efforts
as subpar, or even just figure that
whatever they're looking at is probably not a full-fledged effort, can
really inspire a serious work ethic
in their students with some simple
academic ass-kicking.
Of course, there is a limit to this.
If a professor fails half the class on
their first paper, then half the class
probably won't be there in a week.
Instead, they need to make the students aware that they need to put
forth a serious endeavor to learn the
material and present what they've
learned with a degree of thought and
time. This is the best tool for student
inspiration. Most students are happy
with solid B's in their classes so if
their grades begin to dip, they will
up their efforts.
Without being unfair to the students who really have worked their
ass off for a good grade right off the
bat, professors should make sure
everyone knows their class isn't a
cakewalk. It's amazing the amount
of absences that can occur after a
professor passes out a batch of
highly graded papers and the dip in
overall attention a class can put forth
once they know that it takes little
attention in class and less effort outside of class to pull in the B they're
looking for on their next paper.
Basically, most students will skate
by in their classes in order to main-

tain the rest of their social and work
requirements as long as they are consistently given that option. Professors only need to squeeze students
with the vise-like grip of grade expectations to make them step-up
their performances on papers and
their in-class interest. Once some
sort of established grading scale is
in place, though, it is tough for professors to alter it and even more dif ficult for students to pull themselves
from the depths of their self-appointed apathy.
Many students appreciate the ability to really work hard at something
and learn, they just haven't the willpower to do it for themselves. This
is where the professors need to exert their influence.
Finally, students need guidance
once they've been presented with the
fact they will need to improve their
efforts to get through the course in
question. Therefore, with that first
paper be sure to offer up a slew of
corrections, ideas and comments.
Tell them what they did right so that
they may duplicate these things in
future papers, and tell them what
needs to be done to improve their
papers. Further papers will not need
as much guidance as the first one
will, but students should be given a
carefully detailed idea of exactly
what was expected of them and how
they failed in accomplishing the required assignment.
If the parameters are set before
them then the learning process takes
on a form that can be readily accessed and it is much less intimidating than not knowing. For students,
one suggestion if you're having
trouble understanding your professors' criticisms, go to their office and
talk to them. Sometimes you can
even get your paper's grade boosted
by fixing your mistakes.

School unity lacking in Homecoming activities
On the front page of last week's
issue of The Trail a large photo
showed four students enjoying "the
festivities during 'Pub Night." The
caption went on to explain that "the
purpose of the night was to bring the
University community together."
Obviously then, whoever planned
homecomin2 weekend
was not responsible
for "Pub Night." After
all, half of the planned
homecoming events
hardly promoted unity
1
of the campus cornrnunity. But wait! Wasn't ASUPS responsible for both?
Homecoming weekend is probably the best time all year for ASUPS
to promote unity, but it seemed as
though this year's homecoming was
about what group you belonged to
instead. The Jamaican Home Decoration contest, for instance, included
Greeks and anyone living in the
dorms, but what about off-campus
students or independents, living in
campus-owned houses?

Songfest follows the same pattern.
In order to participate, competitors
must be part of a group. Secondly,
there is little, if any, promotion
within the dorms or campus houses
to participate. So Songfest becomes
a competition between Greeks, with
only a few exceptions.
Anyone
who attended
Songfest this
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With only two
non - Greek
groups performing and one of them
exhibition only, it felt like the
Fieldhouse was the site of a Greek
rally rather than a campus competition. This atmosphere was apparent
at the end of the competition when
the Greeks began shouting and
chanting their house cheers. Was it
Rush week or Homecoming?
The Trail doesn't mean to put
down the sororities and fraternities
on campus, but it is meant rather to
point out the problems with. Home-

J

coming and the lack of unity on this
campus. There was certainly enthusiasm and school spirit at Songfest
and it was in a large part due to the
Greeks and other groups on campus,
like Hui'o Hawai'i. But when
ASUPS bases most of the Homecoming activities around member:
ship to a group, there is certainly
going to be a large chunk of the campus community excluded.
No doubt people who disagree
with The Trail will say that independents can only blame themselves
for not getting involved. But when
ASUPS' promotion of involvement*
is so minimal and most of the events
require large groups in order to compete, Homecoming can certainly not
be categorized as individual or independent friendly.
With ASUPS elections for new
officials at hand, at least there's hope
that next year's Homecoming, and
promotion of campus community as
a whole won't just mean Greeks and
groups, but everyone. Ask that of
your nominees..
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Improve own education
StudentsIhave no
choice over advising 1
CARRIE 0. HRNICEK

Guest Writer

DJANNA WOODS

Opinior '; Editor

In our school brochure for prospective students we see a picture
ofa student and his adisor, 'ittmg
together on a desk with happy
smiles vLryoh%Iousiyenga,Ingin
apositive advisee/advisorrelmon
ship BLilind the carnra the Aca
demic and CareerAdvising folksit
with guns in hand Smile they
bark. "You like this, reniember?"
The pretty picture was supposed
to make us as prospectivL stu
dents, think we will actua'ly like
our advisor guaranteed that we
won't have any problems, and that
they will servu their pulpose v eli
What actually happens to some
of us is we get an advisor who
doi.sn t w ant to dLal with us flit ir
only involvement in our college career Is composed of signing aud/
3rop forms and giving us the Lold
shoulder when we go in for real
L ifi Some students change advi
sor co-'ipiiing as many adisois
as they have yLars of college
Tue maii problem s hen you are
Sn Lk in one of these horror movie
s..enes is that you only have one
cp in i Studcn s are requucd to
have an ad'isor by the Acadcmic
and Carcer Ad%ismg Ceiuer, so you
can scour your major or minor de
partrcht for a prof you hke (when
your department has only four
proP you can consider ' ourseif out
of luck) But whit will most likely
happen is that you'll keep the same
ad isor and endure the uncomfort
able silcnce that tills thcir office
while you get your foims taken
caic of. What would that picture
look like in the School brochure?
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Promise Keepers
love while Trail
editor vituperates
To the Editor:
We are writing in response to Ms.
Dianna Woods' editorial on Oct. 2.
Our purpose in writing this response
is not out of hate or invective; however, we feel a rebuttal of sorts is in
order, if for no reason other than to
correct some erroneous information.
On Saturday, Oct. 4, men from
across the country joined together
in our nation's capital as part of the
Promise Keepers movement. This
meeting was not one of hate speech
and inflammatory rhetoric, but
rather a gathering of prayer and repentance, for the purpose of unify ing Christians of all backgrounds:
Instead of shirking responsibility for
the state of our society, this racially

The smp1est solution would be
takiflg carL of your academics
yourself. It isnt really hard considering everything in your file is
spelled out for your adsisor. These
are the grades you got these are
theclasses you nLed to take to tin
ish your major, this is your high
school iecord We are college stu
dents We are expectLd to eventu
ally make plans for and sustain
ourselves in the real world It we
can do that, doesn't it seem like we
can, manage a couple of classes.
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Few students will risk having to
take an extra semester for not haying gone over their schLdule
If havmg an advisor for eerv
student is indeed a matt.sot policy
why can t the policy be changed'
Or why can t the school just inakL
some cxceptions Most students
probibly wart their idvis''rs so
they won t have to deal with all the
nonensc of piperwork themselves
but why torture the rest of uc
Forcing a student to ha e an ad
visorwhen they can do the ob just
as well themselves is unreisonabic
and undcrestimatcs the intelligence
of the students the University so
highly praises And in the face of a
problem an advisor lcss student
might encountcr, they could always
turn to the gun toting Academic
and Career Advising Center.
diverse group of men met to acknowledge and accept the roles of
all people in the existence of such
problems as "crime, poverty,
homelessness, an educational systern that seems to be declining in
quality, and the rapid disappearance
of our nuclear family." It is rather
unfortunate that some members of
society have to focus their vituperative attacks on an organization that
espouses not hate and rejection, but
rather love and compassion. It is precisely because the men of Promise
Keepers care so deeply for this nation and its people that nearly a million of them congregated together
this weekend to pray for their families, their cities, and their country.
In general, Ms. Woods seems to
base her views on Promise Keepers
on popular assumptions rather than
on examination of the organization
and what it actually teaches. An example of her view of Promise Keepers' "promise to 'build strong marriages and families through love,
protection and biblical values" as
hypocritical in the light of her claim
that they encourage hatred of people
based on race and sexual orientation.

When I seek the answer to a question, I am not satisfied until I find
the answer—the best answer. If the
question is a difficult one, and if the
answer I find is complex and long, I
want not only to know, but to understand the answer. Once I have asked
a difficult question and found (or
learned) as well as understood the
complex answer, I want to put the
knowledge I have gained to use in
some way.
Following this pattern of logic,
imagine that as college students we
seek an education. We ought not to
be satisfied until we have acquired
one, a good and solid one at that. We
have selected the University of Puget
Sound to pursue what we believe to
be the "best" education for ourselves, and although it will take four
long years, we hope to find ourselves
able to put our education to use.
As freshmen, we learn quickly
that an education at UPS is complex
and involves a wide variety of components. We will not only learn in a
classroom, hopefully we will also
gain life skills, experience personal
growth and develop our social characteristics—which are all important
parts of a college education. What
we are seeking, many of us do not
know at the time we begin our college education. The idea "to seek"
is not a novel idea in education. I
feel that some things have changed
since a time when it was a tremendous, and perhaps rare, privilege to
go to college and to seek one's education. Instead of "seeking," I find
many of my fellow classmates waiting to receive their education.
At UPS students select their own
classes each semesterfollowing
some basic guidelines that dictate
However, the idea of hatred is not a
biblical one, and is most certainly
not embraced by the Promise Keepers. Indeed, if Ms. Woods examines
the organization, she will find the
Promise Keepers actively promotes

The Illessilfe... is love,
tou,rtI Christian aim1 nontiritian alike, re'ardIess
of race, seniality, oraiiy
oilier factor
an agenda of racial reconciliation.
Additionally we would challenge
Ms. Woods to find instance of any
derogatory or discriminatory towards homosexuals. The message of
Promise Keepers is love, toward
Christian and non-Christian alike,
regardless of race, sexuality, or any
other factor. The Bible says, "No
matter what I say, what I believe, and
what I do, I am bankrupt without
love. Love never gives up. Love
cares more for others than for self...
doesn't force itself on others...
doesn't keep score of sins of others...

major, minor and core requirements.
It's unrealistic to believe anyone can
chose their courses based on how
much time they want to spend studying, or which books, topics, etc. happen to interest them. Because of
these restrictions, students often
choose to take classes from professors who have a reputation for being easy or who have no attendance
policy. Yet students still grumble
about the work.
My appeal to students at UPS is
that they play a stronger role in their
education. I would like to see students take responsibility for what
they learn—what they will learn and
what they want to learn. Students
need to take back and covet the privilege to seek their education in a
richly resourceful institution.
There are three specific ways students can accomplish the above.
First, students need to establish and
maintain an independence from
peers as they plan their course selections and choose according to
their interests. It is important that
each of the four units a students enrolls in be of personal interest to him.
There is more than one way to fill
many of the major requirements, and
more often that not, several professors teaching a certain class. Students should plan ahead so as not to
bind themselves into a no-choice
situation later.
Instead of taking the English class
the guy down the hall is taking because it's at noon (which is still a
little early for some folks) and the
professor is known to be a soft
touch, why not take a class which
sounds interesting to you in it's description found within the Bulletin?
Sure, the former sounds easier, more
safe in terms of the minimal-workis-good theory, but that is not seeking an education, that is more paral-

lel with seeking a vacation.
The second measure students
must take is to build a relationship
with each ofhis four professors. It's
not brown-nosing to stop by and let
them know who you are, what class
you are in and perhaps, why you
chose that class. This is a display of
your interest, and professors will
notice! Communication between instructor and student is one key to
education. Also,it's trough communication that professors learn what
it is you want from them.
My third suggestion in the pursuit
of education is related to the second,
and is very simple. Students must
determine what they want to learn
from each class and convey that in
formation to their professors. Ev
if the class is a major requiremet
or the only core that will fit into a
schedule, students should be able to
read the course description to determine what appeals to them about it.
There is sure to be at least be one
thing, however small, that has the
potential of gaining a student's attention in each class.
We have become lazy, and are
spoiled. Perhaps many students
came to UPS with these qualities,
and perhaps some adopted the mentality (which is highly contagious)
from the class ahead of them or students surrounding them. Whatever
the case may be, I encourage students to consider all three factors
which are bound to improve their
individual educational experience as
well as its outcome. We choose the
quality of education we will receive,
and unfortunately many students
choose to cheat themselves. The opportunities of education will not be
available forever, and as students we
have paid a great deal of time and
money to be here. Why not begin
seeking an education, starting today?

trust God always" (I Cor 13)
Ms. Woods characterizes the
Promise Keepers as an organization
akin to the KKK or another hate
group, intent on blaming others for
society's ills. Contrary to her belief,
Promise Keepers is a group of
humble men with enough guts to
take responsibility for the state of our
nation and ask God to forgive our
ills and intervene in the many problems of our country.
Sincerely,
Eric Shepard
Jeremy Briggs-Roberts

out of the path of your oncoming car.
They're sleek, expressive, playful,
seem smart, regard you with a tilted
head. They're so cool–like the James
Bond of the Avian Kingdom. I'm
sure I'm quite responsible for another of her views. I love to feed
them. After lunch you'll see me
walking across campus flinging bits
ofbread. You see, the exuberant war
three or four crows spot you fm
way off and glide in, chatting awa
is agreat remedy to spending eig
hours at a computer in a n office cc
bide. I get that happy, free, soarino
feeling. By the way, don't hate crow
for picking at something dead. Most
carnivores do.
I know she was not meant to be
taken terribly seriously and did catch
her sarcastic wit, but Jess, let go of
your mission of New and Exciting
Ways to Kill Crows. Here's my opinion: No one should die for being a
nuisance to humans. If I can learn to
accommodate spiders, then Jess can
find one thing to like about crowsfor her own sanity.
Sincerely,
Dana Greenlee
Staff

Death sentence
harsh for crows
To the editor:
I'll agree with Jess Kopl on one
point in her Opinions column on
crow terror–the ARE fewer squirrels
than ever on campus.
With respect to her viewpoint, I'll
disagree that crows are bad news and
should meet with her final solution.
They are my favorite bird. In fact, I
like them for the very reason she
doesn't: they're not intimidated by
us, they swoop close, casually walk

-
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Capitafism ignores poverty
BEN HEAVNER
Staff Writer
This weekend I flew to Nashville,
"Music City USA" Tennessee. I saw
people with bright red boots and
drank insanely overpriced drinks at
Planet Hollywood and Hard Rock
Café. I don't really understand the
concept of a country music theme
park, but Nashville itself seemed like
a pretty cool city. In fact, I wasn't
really insulted by the capitalism displayed in Nashville at all. What really got to me during my flight was
the American Airlines in-flight
magazine, American Way. This was
the epitome of American capitalism
gone stark raving mad. The entire
tone and "business traveler" focus
of the magazine was troubling, but
the ten-page Special Advertising
Section entitled "Doing Business in
Mexico" was quite disturbing.
As the section works to attract
U.S. investors to Mexico, Mexico
City is magically transformed from
a smog-choked megalopolis where
poor people live in the dump to "a
melange of self-contained deluxe
neighborhoods, bustling business
centers with wide avenues lined with

modern office towers and dotted
with sprawling parks, and a jumble
of other residential and commercial
areas, old and new, that blend into
one another with few visible boundaries." According to the article, "past
and present sing in sweet harmony
everywhere" in Mexico City. The
fact that Mexico City's population
is projected to
pass twenty million people soon
doesn't raise
questions about
sanitation or
pollution.
The statement
that Mexico is all harmony is a lie:
the Zapatista march on Mexico City
last month should have reminded the
world's people that the Mexican
government still maintains a state of
virtual apartheid. Indigenous people
in Chiapas are still disenfranchised.
Internal contradictions in the description of Mexico City should raise
questions in anyone's mind. Why
would the deluxe neighborhoods be
self-contained except to keep "undesirables" out? How can they be
contained and yet blend into other
areas "with few visible boundaries?"
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Can Mexico really be the happy-golucky, one- for- all-and-all-for-one
place this Special Advertising Section describes? Obviously not.
However, "Doing Business in
Mexico" neglects these glaring contradictions. It does not even introduce vital questions about justice, or,
if you prefer, long-term business stability and success. It
seems easy to understand that in the long
run, a business which
exercises environmentally sound practices and maintains
positive labor relations will be more successful than
the businesses which exploit cheap
labor and lax environmental standards. However, with current trends
towards multinationalism, the Third
World will be used up, the U.S. will
become more resented, and our selfdestructive business practices will
leave a reprehensible legacy.
It is naïve to believe that U.S.
business investment in Mexico will
ever end. Perhaps, though, something good could come of U.S. investment if business people were
more educated about the effects of
'

.
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their investments.
Capitalism could be good if it included, at a fundamental level, an
element of concern for people. The
U.S. was founded in part upon a
philosophy of benevolent capitalism. We need to focus again upon
benevolent capitalism, but when information such as that contained in
"Doing Business in Mexico" is the
only kind that is widely distributed
to our "business travelers," people
get lost in a greedy rush for declining market shares and inexpensive
labor pools without an accurate picture of their business environment.
When well-intentioned business
people become involved in an international economy without an understanding of how the bulk of another
nation's people live, they usually
perpetuate unjust governments or
economies, and the results are often
disastrous at a human level.
If, on the other hand, business
people took the initiative to educate
themselves about longer-term concerns (ie., justice instead of quarterly profit margins), U.S. investment in Mexico might not be as politically, environmentally, and morally horrible as it is now.
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Children used as political objects
Iu& ELLIS
Asst. Opinions Editor
Walking down the street during
the 1997 Hunger Walk, I was confronted by what was probably one
of the most disturbing displays of
human disrespect and irresponsibility I have ever seen.
As I walked down a stretch of
grass-lined sidewalk, I saw a group
of people holding signs and smiling
casually about a block ahead of me.
Since our path had been dotted all
along with supportive signs and
people congratulating us on our hard
work, I assumed that these people,
accompanied by several bright-faced
children, were boasting encouraging
Huner Walk signs to cheer us on
our I watched the shape of a
little girl smiling and fidgeting, her
small arms grasping a sign in front
of her. I thought absently that she
was ine of those kids that people
wou . call beautiful, that would reminL everyone around her of the itnocc ce of youth. But when I took a
clo. look, I discovered something
terri e in her action which she could
never have been aware of. Her fingers curled up slightly over the edges
of he sign, far too small to obstruct
the words which formed its blaring
statement: "Abortion is Murder."
A wave of revulsion passed
throgh me. This little girl's face,
perched brightly above the large letters f her sign, knew nothing of the
issu. she was fighting. I tried to
imee where her parents were in
the
wd, and just what the hell they
we
'inking. I tried to think of one
rea
why this child, and the other
chi on that helped form the line of
f

I
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protestors, should be involved with
this disgusting display. There was no
reason, and it sickened me to realize
children are used in this manner, reduced to political objects for the fur thering of their parents' beliefs.
I glanced at the other people who
formed the line. They held their
signs under the guise of concerned
citizens, church-goers dedicated to
saving babies, Americans worried
about the decline of society. I'm sure
they would have said they were
fighting for the rights of children
who had no voices of their own, that
they were struggling to end a terrible
social problem which was hurting
kids and destroying the American
family. And yet they were blatantly
alienating the rights of their own
children, who couldn't use their
voices to state such adult issues on
their own. They were placing in
these tiny, unknowing hands and
heads thoughts about murder and
cruelty, leaving no room for understanding or personal belief to form.
Watching the restless smile on
these kids' faces, seemingly bored
but proud to be doing such a good
job helping their parents, I was reminded of a documentary I watched
on racism in the United States. The
video featured Ku Klux Klan protests, followed by family interviews
in which sweet-faced kids were seen
perched on the laps of proud parents,
happily reciting everything they had
been told about racial discrimination. Hatred poured forth easily from
their grinning lips as they did their
best to pronounce all the appropriate slurs in their toddling little-kid
voices. Years of hatred and cruelty
on the parts of their parents were

converged into the thoughts placed
in their heads without permission or
concern, recited without understanding, ready to molt into a more personal and explosive blend of hate as
they grew older.
It was this same revolting brainwashing of innocent children that
brought forth anger and fear in me
at the sight of this protest. What kind
of irresponsible parent would do
this? How could they confuse their
job of loving and supporting their
children with that of corrupting and
limiting them? To drag a child into
such an issue before they have half
a chance of understanding it is not
only irresponsible and wrong, it is
abuse. To brainwash a child into believing they want to be a part of such
a protest is as bad as forcing them to
participate against their will. You are
not just denying their will, you are
denying their right to have it. And
to place them in a position where

such fiery controversy comes together is to put their lives in direct
danger. Whether the scene appears
to be calm or violent, the potential
for violence on such an issue is always there and could result in the
death of young children for a cause
they can't comprehend.
My personal disagreements with
what these protestors were preaching in their signs also angered me as
I walked through their display, but I
realized that I at least had the opportunity to have these feelings. At
least I had been allowed to form my
own beliefs on the matter and let my
life experience guide these beliefs.
The children before me weren't
given this choice. They were told
what they must think and forced onto
the battlefront over issues they don't
understand. They may never even
know how badly they were taken advantage of by the people who claim
to have their best interests at heart.
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Editorial Policy
The Puget Sound Trail is
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published weekly by the
Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the view of
the Associated Students, the
University or its Board of
Trustees. StaffEditorials are the
opinion ofthe majority ofthe core
staff Articles in the Opinions
section are printed at the
discretion of the Opinions Editor
and do not necessarily reflect the
views of this newspaper. The
Trail reserves the right not to
print letters over two hundred
words and to edit any letters
printed. All letters must have

a signature and a phone
number and are due no later
than Mondays at noon.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed. Letters may be sent to:

The Puget Sound Trail

383-4044

2 blocks west of So, Tacoma Way at center & M St.

University of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner
Tacoma,WA 98416
trail@ups.edu
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SUB ditming for the b
Health conscious students find three square meals a day despite tuition increase.
Fruits and vegetables (5-9 servings per day):
President Ronald Reagan considered ketchup a vegetable (even though
tomatoes are classified as fruit) and so should you. Here are some
other vegetables you can get for free in the SUB: relish, salsa, mayonnaise, ska, discarded lettuce and tomatoes from cheeseburgers,
onion powder, Lawry's seasoning, cracker bread, and honey. Also,
I
look for the wild mushrooms that grow on campus.
/
Olives are what we call "stacker" food. Slip some olives
from the salad bar-on your finger tips or a pen. Put your
hand in your pocket and you're in business. Yum!
/

-.

Protein (2-3 servings per day):
Fr

Peanut butter. It's free in the morning, and man is it good.
Slap some on the free cracker bread and add some honey.
Looks like you got yourself a sandwich.

/M

Don't forget to "graze in the servery." A small order of French fries can easily be consumed while
browsing the cafeteria. This concept extends to
many food items that can be considered "finger
food." Grilled cheese, cereal, cookies, Dove
bars, and things from the salad bar should
/
all be consumed "inside."
Lemon wedges are an excellent
source of vitamin C, which helps stave
off such nasty things as scurvy and
the mid-term flu outbreak. They're
great in a glass of water or even
on their own.

-

Fruit leather is made with real fruit! Simply choose your favorite flavor, unwrap, and stick it to the bottom of your tray or the brim of your
hat.
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FOOD PYRAMID: learn it, live it, love it.

Dairy (2-3 servings per day):
String cheese comes in a convenient plastic wrapper. Drop it in your cup. The plastic keeps the
cheese in and the water out.
Cream cheese should go right into your
pocket. They're the perfect size, and besides, it softens them up and makes them
easy to spread.
Parmesan cheese adds great flavor to almost anything. Go ahead,
load it on. Don't be bashful.

Further Never, ever, ever, ever, ever buy the juice from the machines. Ever.
Use your mug. We can't stress this enough. Not only is your mug environmentally friendly, but it's a great place to hide food.
Cram cheeseburgers, beef empinadas, lasagna, or whatever you can fit into your mug and put the lid on. Give Gertie a quick
ti s
"just water" and you're home free.
Actually, "just water" works more often than you would think. As a general rule of thumb, anything that comes in a bottle,
like Snapple or root beer or bottled water, should be poured into a paper cup. Put two lids on to hide the color.
Usually you can pass it off as water, but sometimes you have to tell them it's soda. Remember, what Gertie
doesn't know can't hurt her. Basically, if you can fit it in a cup, it's yours.

No=

What, you don't want that tempura fish after all? Any unwanted food can easily be discarded in one of the SUB's microwaves. Just put it in and walk away. You will be halfway to Taco Bell before anyone notices. Or put your tray in the microwave
and carry out the whole thing. Tell them you are "taking it in for service." Believe me, wehave plenty of microwaves down in
the basement.
Two words: Little Debbie. She ain't free, but Lord knows she is a doll. We recommend the Swiss cake rolls or the oatmeal
pies.

oil

Free meals are easy to find on campus. Keep your eyes peeled for the President's fireside dinner, or take a professor to lunch
and charge it to Dean Kay. Hell, take a plant worker to lunch. They need to eat just like the rest of us.
Inconspicuously slip your food onto an unsuspecting freshman's tray, then collect it on the outside. They don't know how
much the food should cost yet and they'll just think you are being friendly. Offer them some worldly advice and send them on
their way.

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
such, has been set apart from the rest of this paper. The
views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do
not necessarily reflect those of The Trail, ASUPS, or the
University of Puet Sound. But they should.

The Puget Sound Trail: Where do you want to go today?-------

